
* Environmentally friendly zero carbon footprint
* Operator fool proof and self-energising with no power supply, magnets or coils
* No commissioning required
* Generally maintenance free with no filters or chemicals to replenish
* No electroysis and diminishing performance evident with sacrificial electrode designs
* Clear and open tube construction with no flow restriction or pressure drop
* Standard progressive range of sizes from 10 to 450mm diameter
* EH prefix models specifically designed for electrically heated appliances

ECO Friendly!



* Nonconductor Resin Tube (Epoxy FRP)
Frictionless contact between the resin tube and
water ensures the flow and pressure are not restricted
with excellent resistance to corrosion only requiring
occasional cleaning to maintain optimum performance.

* Electrode
Combined electrode rings with carbon and aluminium are
placed around the outer periphery of the resin tube.
Because the electrode does not contact with water, the
effect can be maintained for long term without any damage
or corrosion.

* Body
The electrode chamber is integrated in a sealed body and 
not subject to external electrical influence or humidity.

* Pipe Connection
Compression, female threaded or flanged connection
on larger models.

* Earth Terminal
It is required to release static electricity generated in the
body. The grounding is not necessary when SUPRION is 
connected to metallic pipe at either or both joints. The
earth terminal is provided on the downstream side of
SUPRION, thereby it can be used as a reference of 
installation, when the arrow label is missing or illegible.

JACK IBBOTT (1921-2004) - Scientist and Inventor of the SUPRION
Born in Australia Jack entered into electro and mechanical engineering after graduation
from HOBART University and pioneered development procedures of Piezoelectric crystal
production. His interest in water and inherent problems associated with dissolved mineral
salts commenced in 1990 and embarked on a mission to produce a treatment device that
involved considerable research and many thousands of laboratory experiments.

Scale deposition as a result of naturally hard water inherent with most water supplies will eventually cause
potentially expensive and/or inconvenient essential maintenance, premature equipment replacement and
reduced energy efficiency, together with a potential health hazard by providing the areas and nutrients where
bacteria can accumulate.
The SUPRION is a rmarkable advanced water treatment device that enhances hydration between water
molecules and dissolved calcium, magnesium and silica mineral salts, and incorporates a unique self
generating electrostatic  field design feature with no dedicated external power supply.
Long term operating and process benefits will be evident since the water is not in direct contact with the non
sacrificial electrodes and will reduce chemical dosing in cooling systems

The SUPRION has patents granted in the US, Europe, Asia, and Japan
WRAS approved for drinking water applications
British Gas endorsed on technology and performance
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